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Anonymous contributions, is the legal phenomena in which someone actually 
subscribed capital investment, but investors articles of association, register of 
shareholders , business registration materials records the other one as investor. As 
the anonymous contribution behavior causes the separation of shareholder’s 
appearance rights and the real rights, anonymous investors and significant 
shareholders both wants the shareholders' rights, which led to a series of laws 
problems. This article tries to view anonymous funded legal issues in a way which 
trust interests perspective, and expect to balance anonymous funded legal relations 
interests of all relevant subjects.  
Besides the introduction and the epilogue, this article is divided into three 
mean chapters . 
The introduction part clarifies that this article attempt to analyze this problem 
from the angle of reliance interest . 
The first chapter is to clarify the basic legal theory of anonymous contribution. 
I clear out legal issues and their characteristics, which turn out to be the separation 
of the virtual shareholder rights and the appearance rights. And conclud that our 
legislation clearly identified significant shareholder of a shareholder, but relative 
lack the protection of anonymous contributors. 
The second chapter analyzes the reason to view the anonymous contribution 
legal issues in a way of reliance interest. After a statement of the basic problem, 
the feasibility of view view the anonymous contribution legal issues in a way of 
reliance interest is explained on the basis of clear and definite the mechanism of 
action of reliance interest. And further explanation of the rationality to view 
dormant investment legal problems on this way can be brought out. Elicit the 
behavior pattern of the interest subject of dormant investment.  
The third chapter will solve the dormant capital problem from the following 
three aspects. First, the reliance interest among the dormant contributor, the 













dormant contributor, the significant shareholders, and the other shareholders. Third, 
the reliance interest among the dormant contributor, the significant shareholders, 
and the third person outside the company. With the above analysis of the 
relationship between the three pairs of reliance interests, anonymous funded legal 
issue is resolved.  
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